
Boo Rojyo:  
Founder and CEO

I'm the CEO and Founder of the BBB. The 
BBB is constantly growing and creating new 
projects and initiatives, so I'm not always up 
to date, but I do know who within the BBB 
team should be.  

We have help and suggestions information at 
the BBB HQ. If you don't find your answer to 
your query there by all means contact me. I 
always enjoy talking to those who use the 
BBB and love to hear from you.  

All our staff are unpaid volunteers, so please 
be nice to them (perhaps with the exception 
of Mr Beeb!) 

Sun (Dark Sunflower):   
Head of Design & 
Distribution

Responsible for creative design of most of 
our products and the stamp terminals. I 
process the stamp applications, design the 
stamps, program the terminals and get 
them distributed. I can help you with any 
questions regarding  your stamp application 
or design, your stamp terminals, the use of 
your passport / driving licence and any 
feature requests / ideas you may have. 

Midnight Scripter 
(midnightscripter)

I am a specialized bureaucratic scripter.  
All my scripts are written in triplicate! 

I am unable to respond to any BBB issues. 

North Crannock:  
Head Scripter

I am the main scripter for the BBB. I have 
over 11 years experience of scripting in SL. 

I can not directly help you with any 
Passports, licenses etc. you might be waiting 
for.



David, Lord Junibalya: 
Editor, BBB Gazette 

Everyone calls me Dave.  

I am the Editor of the BBB Gazette:  
https://tinyurl.com/BBBGazetteOfficial 

I am the writer/photographer of the BBB 
Online Travel Guide (OTG):  
https://tinyurl.com/BBBOTG 

Please send me any copy and/or images for 
publication in the BBB Gazette and notify 
me of any errors/omissions in the OTG. 

I can advise generally on paperwork and 
applications, but not any technical matters. 

Robert Rhodan  
Design Apprentice

I  create artwork for BBB passport stamps.  

I report to Sun and will support  her with 
my skills in LSL, SQL, landscaping, 
machinima, and composing music.  

As a new kid on the block, be aware that at 
the moment I would get lost in a BBB phone 
booth. My ability to help in BBB issues is 
limited for now. 

Central European Time Zone 

Zoe Suki: 
Office Manager, BBB HQ 

I am Office Manager at BBB HQ and the 
Initiation Office, Production Manager and 
Manager of the BBB User Group.  

I verify passport applicants’ citizenship so 
am also in charge of Bellisserian Border 
Control; dealing with asylum seekers and 
refugees from the SL Mainland. 

I can help with any enquiries or requests 
regarding the passports, drivers licences 
and licence plates. Please drop me a line or 
put a suggestion in our suggestion box. 

Enjoy your fabulous second life. 

Fiona Jogiches: 
Executive Assistant 

I am the Executive Assistant to Boo Rojyo.  

For any enquiries or requests regarding the 
BBB please IM me or send a notecard and I 
will ensure Boo sees them  :) 

I am also the official Embassy Decorator and 
Creative Consultant to the BBB. 

If you need any help I'm sure someone at the 
BBB will be willing and able to answer any 
request you have. 

Enjoy SL and enjoy the BBB :) 

https://tinyurl.com/BBBGazetteOfficial
https://tinyurl.com/BBBOTG


Bebe Crannock: 
Consultant

I am an official consultant to the BBB for 
general information and assistance. 

Prudence Anton: 
Videography/PR Assistant

I am part of the Pring Productions video 
team and help create videos. I am also a PR 
Assistant to the BBB. I manage the web blog 
for the Parade of Homes listings. 

I am a videography and PR assistant and 
serve as an office consultant to the BBB and 
am its liaison officer with the Lindens/
Moles. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCzaVJeEQOzUWgeS4ToENLOA

Coal Edge 
Scripter 

I am a scripter for the BBB, working with 
North and Midnight on technical projects for 
the improvement and development of our 
services. I deal with code, servers, scripting 
and anything in between. 

I can not directly help you with any 
Passports, licenses etc. you might be waiting 
for.

Chief Inspector of Passports for the 
Bellisserian Bureau of Bureaucracy.  

Bureaucracy is my life. I like to think of 
myself as cruel but fair.  

I will not help you with any of your 
applications to the BBB – or anything else.  

(NPA - Non Playable Character = I'm not 
real)

Mr Beeb (eustacebeeb) 
Chief Inspector of 
Passports 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzaVJeEQOzUWgeS4ToENLOA


Sceneris 
Videography/PR 
Consultant. 

As a videographer for Pring Productions, I 
film the BBB’s videos. I'm a PR Consultant to 
the BBB. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCzaVJeEQOzUWgeS4ToENLOA

Teresa Firelight 
Project Development 
Assistant 

I work on tech documentation, community 
relations and development for upcoming 
projects that are intended to enhance your 
Bellisseria experience.  

I can’t help you with things like passport or 
drivers license applications, but I am your 
go-to gal for inputs, ideas, feedback, 
suggestions on improving life in Bellisseria. 

AmandaT Tamatzui 
Assistant: Design

I get to design new artwork for the BBB 
Passport Stamps - How cool is that?  

People are important to me and I try to 
create events where people are made to feel 
welcomed. SL is for fun and I try to generate 
happy moments for people around me. 

I am new to working at the BBB, but will be 
happy to assist you where I can. 

Blessings, 

Sylvalin Starlight 
Development Assistant

I work as Development Assistant to Coal in 
relation to various projects, including new 
BBB services in preparation.  

I also work part-time as a BBB landscaper 
and decorator. 

I can not directly help you with any 
Passports, licenses etc. you might be waiting 
for.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzaVJeEQOzUWgeS4ToENLOA

